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Marketing is only as successful as the amount of revenue pipeline it drives for the business. But 
you wouldn’t know that judging by the metrics most departments use to measure their success. 
More often than not, we find marketing teams settle for KPIs that focus on the MQLs they 
generate, rather than the amount of revenue their leads bring in.  
 
Why is that?  
 
If you ask some marketers, it’s because they believe they have little to no control over the 
bottom of the funnel. It’s up to salespeople to convert leads into revenue, they say. It’s the 
marketer’s job, on the other hand, to generate those leads and the KPIs should reflect this.  
 
But herein lies the problem. When the marketing department produces thousands of marketing 
qualified leads (MQLs), it paints a picture of success. The trouble is sales teams often get 
disgruntled when those leads fail to translate into pipeline. 
 
The scapegoat in this situation is the Sales Development Rep (SDR). Because they sit between 
both departments, they are blamed by sales for not providing truly BANT-qualified meetings and 
by marketing for delivering low MQL-to-appointment ratios. 
 
It’s all Marketing’s fault. Really? Why?  
 
It’s rarely the SDRs fault, however. More often than not, it’s because the marketing team isn’t 
taking responsibility for the revenue they’re meant to generate. SDRs can only do so much with 
the leads they are given. Like it or not, the buck needs to stop with marketing.  
 
The good news is that it’s in the marketing director’s power (in fact, it’s their responsibility) to 
improve MQL quality and help SDRs in the sales process. All it takes is a new way of looking at 
the marketing and sales departments, and the adoption of purchase intent technology.  
 
Your marketing department will benefit from these changes, too. By becoming a 
revenue-responsible department, you’ll be able to prove the value you create for your 
organisation and increase the reputation of you and your team throughout the business.  
 



 

Over the following chapters, we’ll show you how you can start driving revenue through 
marketing while improving the performance of both your own department and your sales teams. 
We’ll cover the following: 
 

● Why Marketing Should Care About Revenue and Sales 
● The Problem With BANT Qualification and Why Technology is the Answer 
● How Purchase Intent Data Helps Marketers Create and Nurture Better MQLs 
● Why More Relevance Creates More Revenue 
● Why Better MQLs Mean More Efficient and Effective SDRs 
● How Intent Data Let’s Everyone Focus on the Best Leads 

 
So, are you ready to discover how technology and AI can change marketing into a 
revenue-responsible department, improve your MQLs and generate more revenue? Then let’s 
dive in.  
  



 

Why Marketing Should Care About Revenue and 
Sales 

Marketing and sales may sit side by side, but it’s not uncommon for there to be a disconnect or 
misalignment between the two departments. According to research by Callidus Software Inc., 
84% of marketing and sales teams are misaligned. To make matters worse, only 35% of 
salespeople are “satisfied” or “very satisfied” with their marketing department. It won’t come as a 
surprise to learn the biggest complaint of sales teams is a lack of quantity and quality of leads.  
 
Despite that disconnect, marketing managers and directors should have a vested interest in the 
success of their sales departments and specifically the SDRs that sit between marketing and 
sales.  
 
The ultimate goal of your B2B marketing strategy should be to deliver a positive return on your 
budget, which means acquiring new customers and not just generating leads. Your team may 
only be directly responsible for how you spend your marketing budget and the leads you 
develop as a result, but those leads don’t turn into revenue without you taking responsibility for 
the entire waterfall. Generating revenue means working together with sales to give them the 
best chance to turn your marketing leads into pipeline. 
 
As a marketing executive, it’s your neck that’s on the line if your leads fail to convert from MQLs 
to SQLs. Not only are you responsible for the entire marketing waterfall, but you’re also 
responsible for inside sales teams, which are increasingly coming under the remit of marketing 
departments that want to “own” the top-end of the lead generation funnel. Unfortunately, you 
can’t take praise for lead generation if you aren’t willing to accept the blame when MQLs don’t 
convert. Whether you have SDR managers or not, it’s marketing executives who will need to 
explain to senior management what’s happening when marketing leads fail to convert into 
revenue.  
 
It’s not just senior marketing managers and directors whose success is tied to SDRs, however. 
If the SDR doesn’t perform, neither does the entire marketing team. As we said at the start of 
this guide, marketing is only successful as the revenue they generate. If the SDR isn’t able to 
turn MQLs into SQLs, marketing hasn’t performed either. It’s a much more symbiotic 
relationship than most marketers realise. When marketing teams fail to take responsibility for 
revenue further down the funnel and send through poor-quality MQLs to inside sales, they risk 
bonuses, career progression and, ultimately, their department’s status within the businesses.  
 
If you want to turn your marketing team into a revenue-responsible department — one that 
drives more revenue than ever before and gains respect and recognition within your company 
— it’s essential to support and enable your SDRs and therefore your sales teams as a whole. 
That starts with sending through better quality MQLs that account for more pipeline opportunity. 
It also means providing SDRs (and your marketing executives) with the tools they need to 
qualify leads in the first place properly.   

https://pointofsale.com/survey-reveals-84-percent-of-sales-and-marketing-teams-are-misaligned/


 

The Problem With BANT Qualification and Why 
Technology is the Answer 

 
Most SDRs don’t have the tools they need to qualify the leads marketing sends through 
properly. At the moment, the vast majority of SDRs will turn to BANT methodology to get the job 
done.  
 
BANT, as the name suggests, ensures SDRs are talking to a person who has Authority, that 
there is Budget available, there is an established Need and that the Timescales they are 
dealing with works for the business. It is a pretty straightforward way for SDRs to sort out the 
wheat from the chaff and prioritise the leads they are given. 
 
Leads that meet BANT criteria can be added into their sales cadence and eventually converted. 
Leads that don’t can be researched further (if the prospect doesn’t have authority, for instance) 
or discarded.  
  
There’s a lot to love about BANT. It forces the SDR to qualify leads in a systematic and 
straightforward way. It’s also easy to learn and implement.  
 
But BANT doesn’t always work out well in practice. In fact, we think there are several 
issues with the BANT qualification process. 
 
Budget is often an issue. Rarely do companies set aside a specific budget for a tool or service 
at the start of the buying cycle. This only tends to be thought about towards the end. Even if the 
prospect does have a budget in mind, however, it’s rarely divulged to the SDR.  
 
Issues can also arise with the definition of Need. There’s a big difference between having a 
need and being motivated to fulfil it. You may need a haircut, for instance, and show buying 
signs like Googling hairstyles. But that doesn’t necessarily mean you are motivated to book an 
appointment. If you’re not also Googling salons in your area, the Need probably isn’t all that 
great. 
 
Timing can also place a hurdle in the way of a successful qualification. Enterprise buying cycles 
take months, even years in some cases, and the buyer often doesn’t have a clear next step over 
the next four weeks. 
 
Technology is the solution to these problems. But the tools currently given to inside sales teams 
mean SDRs spend more and more of their day researching rather than calling. Researching 
doesn’t generate revenue for the marketing department. Calling does.  
 
That’s why SDRs need intelligent data. Rather than giving them the ability to go out and find 
more data for themselves, SDRs need data presented to them in a way that can be scanned 



 

and acted on quickly. In particular, that data must highlight the intent of prospects and provide 
SDRs with relevant information they can use to motivate prospects to realise their Need is 
strong enough to move to the next stage of the buying cycle.  
 
 
 
 
 

  



 

Purchase Intent Data Helps Marketers Create and 
Nurture Better MQLs 

It’s not just SDRs who lack the tools and insight to qualify leads properly. Marketers also 
struggle to separate good prospects from bad, know when leads are truly marketing-qualified, 
determine the best markets and accounts, make informed decisions about campaigns and 
accurately profile businesses prior to account-based marketing.  
 
Like with SDRs and BANT qualification, purchase intent technology is the solution.  
 
For starters, purchase intent technology helps marketers deliver high-quality MQLs to sales. 
Feedback from SDRs and sales executives on the quality of leads is certainly helpful for 
marketers, but access to purchase intent data sets of their own allows them to take the initiative. 
Rather than wait for SDRs to get back to them, marketers can retarget campaigns to focus on 
the business sectors which show the most propensity to buy and which convert at the highest 
rate further down the funnel. 
 
This is particularly important in industries with long sales cycles, where feedback on the quality 
of leads can take several months. Marketers who can make informed decisions on their own 
without having to rely on their sales team will be able to make campaigns effective and 
profitable much faster than their competitors. 
 
Secondly, intent data can also help marketers profile the right accounts and take the lead with 
Account-Based Marketing. Purchase intent data can help marketers to identify previously 
untapped markets that show strong demand for their product. In the second instance, they can 
use the same data sets to target the right people within companies. As we discussed above, 
part of the BANT qualification process is making sure the prospect has Authority to make a 
decision. Making sure you’re profiling the right people will save your SDR a lot of research time 
when they start making prospecting calls.  
 
Finally, there’s the matter of retention. While lead generation campaigns will probably account 
for much of your marketing team’s workload, retaining existing accounts matters, too. Once 
again, purchase intent data plays a role in helping marketing teams identify accounts that are 
ripe for renewal as well as the best strategies for renewing them. At the same time, it will quickly 
highlight accounts that have no real need for your product anymore, thus avoiding your team 
wasting their time. 
 
 
 
  



 

More Relevance Creates More Revenue 
 
Purchase intent data doesn’t just help marketing departments source better MQLs for their sales 
colleagues, it also helps them to create a more relevant and complete lead profile, too. 
 
Most marketers will strive to get as much information as possible when they generate leads. 
Whether it’s a sheet prospects fill out at conferences or gated whitepapers and other lead 
magnets that can only be accessed when prospects fill in an online form, every marketer knows 
the value of getting all the data they can from a lead.  
 
Typically, this will include the prospect’s name and title, their company, its size and sector. That 
may sound like a lot to marketing, but it’s not a huge amount of data for SDRs — trust us. When 
SDRs receive this kind of limited profile, they will inevitably have to go out and do their own 
research prior to the call or, worse, make the call blind without any great level of understanding 
about the prospect’s specific situation.  
 
Knowing the prospect’s name, what company they work at and what job title they hold, is a start. 
But without any other data, it’s hard for an SDR to tailor their pitch to increase the chances of 
booking a meeting. 
 
The same is true for marketers further up the funnel. When you only have access to limited data 
about a lead, nurturing them becomes that much harder. How do you make a timely connection 
with a piece of relevant content when you don’t know what’s relevant in the first place? You 
either get lucky or you risk annoying your lead.  
 
The solution in both cases is intelligent data. Intelligent data can be layered over a list of leads 
to provide both marketers and SDRs with a more comprehensive picture of their prospects.  
 
From the marketer’s point of view, additional relevance allows them better nurture leads before 
sending them through to SDRs. It also enables Marketing Directors to make sure the SDR 
teams they are responsible for have a clear picture of their prospects right off the bat.  
 
When intelligent data is part of your martech stack, additional research isn’t needed. SDRs 
simply have to read the CRM report and make the call.  
 
SDRs should be much more likely to convert MQLs into revenue as a result. With additional, 
relevant data included in lead profiles, SDRs will be able to tailor their pitches in a way that 
makes them stand out from the dozens of other cold calls that prospect receives each week. 
Relevancy is the key to standing out at every stage of the funnel. It is the key to driving revenue.  



 

Better MQLs Mean More Efficient and Effective 
SDRs 

The end result of all the points discussed in the previous two chapters is significantly better 
MQLs. When your marketing team sends your SDRs better MQLs, you empower your inside 
sales team to become more efficient and effective. They can spend more time selling vs 
researching, focus on the best leads and have more productive and meaningful conversations.  
 
When you can provide more relevance to each lead you send through, whether that’s the 
prospect’s propensity to buy, their organisation’s position in the market or something else 
entirely, you pave the way for your SDRs to have much more meaningful conversations.  
 
One of the biggest challenges to overcome when booking a meeting is understanding the 
prospect’s situation. It typically takes a lot of research or a lot of time coaxing the prospect into 
revealing it over the phone. Providing SDRs with this data upfront is incredibly valuable and will 
allow them to have a meaningful conversation from the very first call. What’s more, it instantly 
places your SDR team head and shoulders above every other sales team trying to phone into 
that prospect or their department.  
 
SDRs will also be able to spend more time selling as a result. Typically, when MQLs are sent 
through, the data is so limited that SDRs still need to spend time researching the company and 
scanning the prospect’s LinkedIn profile. This isn’t the case when marketers are using intelligent 
data to add depth and relevance to lead profiles. A quick browse of the CRM or a scan of the 
report from your intelligent data tool is all that is needed before the SDR can make a call. That 
means SDRs can go from struggling to make 50 calls per day to easily hitting triple figures.  
 
Finally, higher quality MQLs let your SDRs to focus on the best and most relevant leads. When 
marketing sends through a list of leads without much additional information at all, SDRs are left 
to work out who to call first on their own. Usually, this means starting at the top of the list and 
working down. That’s not the case when marketing can layer over purchase intent data to MQLs 
before sending them through, helping SDRs to see at a glance which leads have the biggest 
propensity to buy. When SDRs call those leads first, the chances of converting MQLs into 
revenue increases even further.  
 
 
 
  



 

Intent Data Let’s Everyone Focus on the Best 
Leads 

 
It’s not just SDRs who can prioritise leads. When it comes to account-based marketing, intent 
data lets marketers identify and focus on accounts that they know are most likely to convert into 
revenue. Rather than relying on buyer personas or ideal customer profiles, marketers can use 
purchase intent data to highlight specific organisations that are actively looking for the kind of 
solution you sell. Even if you don’t leverage account-based marketing strategies, intent data can 
still help marketers identify industries and sectors that have a disproportionately high propensity 
to need your solution.  
 
Once you have accounts identified, marketers can prioritise relationships with companies that 
show the highest intent. What’s more, purchase intent data may shed light on what the most 
effective marketing material will be. The more you understand your prospect and their needs, 
the better you can personalise your outreach efforts.  
 
As we discussed above, your inside sales team can use the same purchase intent data to 
prioritise their own call lists when prospects convert into MQLs. Even when using an 
account-based marketing strategy, not every lead is going to convert. That’s why it’s so 
important for SDRs to invest their time and resources in the prospects that are highly motivated 
to convert.  
 
Intelligent data won’t give your SDRs the whole picture, either. They’ll still need to ask thoughtful 
questions and listen carefully during prospecting calls to really understand the prospect’s 
specific situation. But intelligent data will help SDRs prioritise their lists and ensure that the best 
leads aren’t left out in the cold. 
 
 
 
  



 

Summing it up 
 
Marketing directors have a responsibility to change the way their department operates, to move 
away from vanity metrics and start measuring their success on the revenue they drive.  
 
They also have a responsibility to empower everyone team within their remit — including inside 
sales — and make sure all employees have the tools they need to succeed.  
 
Moving to a revenue-responsible model isn’t easy, especially for well-established teams that 
have been using the same metrics for decades. But intelligent data makes it much more 
manageable.  
 
On the one hand, you’ll be giving marketers the data they need to better profile accounts, 
optimise their campaigns and accurately qualify MQLs. Doing so will give your SDRs better 
quality leads to begin with, but it will also enable them to spend more time calling, have better 
conversations and convert more MQLs into SQLs.  
 
Ultimately, intelligent data will improve the workflow of your entire department, help you better 
track the value you bring to your organisation and drive more revenue overall.  
 
If you’re interested in incorporating an intelligent data tool into your martech stack, speak to one 
of our consultants today or book a demo to find out more.  
 
 


